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Course and Programme Monitoring 2011-12 

 
Brief description of the paper    
  
This paper presents a rationale for modifying the course and programme monitoring process, 
and the course monitoring proforma. A proposed timetable for the collection on monitoring 
data, and an amended course monitoring form are included. 
 
Action requested    
 
For discussion, comment and agreement subject to any changes recommended by the 
Committee.  
 
Resource implications 
 
Does the paper have resource implications?  No 
 
Risk assessment 
 
Does the paper include a risk analysis?  No 
 
Equality and diversity 
 
Does the paper have equality and diversity implications?  Yes 
 
See relevant question in course monitoring proforma. 
 
Freedom of information 
 
Can this paper be included in open business?  Yes 
 
Any other relevant information 
 
 
Originator of the paper  
 
Shereen Benjamin, Director of Quality Assurance, 20/10/11 

B 
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Course and Programme Monitoring 2011-12 
Discussion Document 

 
 
 
Context 
Course and programme monitoring for 2010-11 has been problematic. Very few 
course monitoring forms were completed on time (by the end of July 2011) and at the 
time of writing (October 2011) many are still missing. This has meant that programme 
monitoring forms have been delayed, with the knock-on effect that the School Quality 
Assurance Report will have to be written during a very compacted time frame. In 
summary, the identified problems are that: 
 

1) Course monitoring appears to take place in a vacuum: colleagues are 

unaware of the need for quality assurance during the development and 

teaching phases of their courses, and the course monitoring forms 

become seen as a bolted-on ‘extra’ with no relevance. 

2) The existing course monitoring forms are widely perceived as user-

unfriendly. They ask questions that do not consistently bear relevance to 

the School’s identified priorities, and in some cases ask colleagues to 

report on items they have not been aware of during development and 

implementation phases of the programme.  

3) Arrangements for collecting course monitoring forms have not worked 

well, and it has been difficult to keep track of the process.  

4) Following from points 1-3, colleagues generally do not buy into the 

process, and large numbers of people complete the form only under 

duress, or not at all.  
 
The problems appear to stem from course monitoring. Programme monitoring has 
become problematic because course monitoring has not worked well, but is not the 
source of the difficulties.  
 
Proposal 
We would like to move towards a system of course monitoring that seeks audit 
information clearly related to the School’s identified priorities. It seems appropriate to 
foreground assessment and feedback, given that these are areas that have been 
highlighted, and upon which colleagues will be working. We would further want to 
highlight, in the system for collecting course monitoring data, the need for closure of 
the various feedback loops. We also want to make the monitoring process clearer and 
more transparent, so that responsibilities are clear, and so that problems with the 
completion of relevant paperwork can be picked up quickly and acted upon.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Shereen Benjamin  20th October 2011
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Proposed Timetable for Collection of Monitoring Data 2011-12 
 
 
When? How? Who? 
November 2011 Course and programme monitoring 

forms posted to QA website together 
with details of collection arrangements 

SB/MMc 

December 2011 List of courses compiled by semester, 
with names of course organisers 

KD 

January 2012 Requests to course organisers to 
complete course monitoring for 
Semester One courses  
 
(Website for collecting course 
monitoring data goes live) 

SB via UG and PG 
offices 
 
 
AH with WA 

February 2012 Following Semester One Boards of 
Examiners, course monitoring forms 
completed online by March 31st  

All course organisers 

February 2012 Summary and action points from student 
feedback posted to students 

All course organisers 

April 2012  Reminders sent to any colleagues who 
have not submitted Semester One course 
monitoring data 

SB with KD 

May 2012 Requests to course organisers to 
complete course monitoring for 
Semester Two courses 

SB via UG and PG 
offices 

June 2012 Following Semester Two Boards of 
Examiners, course monitoring forms 
completed online by June 30th  

All course organisers 

June 2012 Summary and action points from student 
feedback posted to students 

All course organisers 

July 2012 Reminders sent to any colleagues who 
have not submitted course monitoring 
data 

SB with KD 

July 2012 Requests to programme directors to 
complete programme monitoring online 
by September 30th  

SB 

September 2012 Reminders to programme directors to 
complete programme monitoring by 
September 30th  

SB 

October 2012  (Extension to programme monitoring 
deadline for PG courses with October 
BoEs) 

 

October 2012 Feedback to course organisers as 
necessary and appropriate 

SB, Programme 
Directors 

November 2012 Feedback to programme directors as 
necessary and appropriate 

SB, NP, EMc 
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The University of Edinburgh 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
The Moray House School of Education 
 
QA Annual Reporting: Courses 2011-12 (Draft for Discussion) 
 
This form should be completed electronically and submitted online… (instructions to 
follow) 
 
 
Course Name:  Code: 
Credit Value:   
Programme within which course located:   Code:   
Person completing report:  Date of completion: 

 
 

1. What changes to the course were implemented for 2011-12 iteration? If no 

changes were made, what was the rationale for this? How were decisions about 

changes informed by (a) External Examiner reports and (b) student comment on 

the 2010-11 course? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What actions were taken to develop assessment and feedback of student work in 

2011-12? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What actions were taken to address accessibility, including equalities and 

diversity issues, in 2011-12? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. [a] What were the key findings from student feedback (SSLCs and course 

evaluations) for 2011-12? [b] Please summarise any future action points arising 

from student feedback. [c] How have the main findings, and intended actions, been 

communicated to students? 
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5. What were the key recommendations made by the External Examiner (as reported 

at the Board of Examiners meeting)? Please summarise any future action points 

arising from External Examiner feedback. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Please add any further comments regarding the quality assurance and 

enhancement of this course in 2011-12. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Did any issues arise during this course that should be drawn to the attention of 

School management for consideration and resolution? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of students on course as of 1.10.2011     
Number who withdrew prior to completion    
 
Student 
Performance 

Enter number and % 
prior to resit diet  

Previous two years’ data prior to resit diet to be 
entered below: 

         
Mark Grade Students %  Students % Students % 

90-100 A1        

80-89 A2        

70-79 A3        

60-69 B        

50-59 C        

40-49 D        

30-39 E        

20-29 F        

 10-19 G        

0-9 H        

 
 
 
Please comment on any trends and/or significant variation in student performance this year 
compared with the two previous years.  
 
 
 


